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Apologies, I Am Here Now

Graphical Objects

For bass clarinet, alto sax, percussion, vibraphone, cello, and electronics
Transposed score

There are a number of recurring graphical figures throughout the work. How these elements should be
interpreted is outlined here.

Written for [Switch~] Ensemble

In many cases there are multiple paths a performer can take through the material; the performer should
find the path that makes the most sense to them in the context of the performance.
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General Notes
Apologies, I Am Here Now explores two key elements - the active involvement of the performer in the
execution of a graphical stimulus, and the exploration of multiple musical pathways. In both cases, this
is achieved through the incorporation of a graphic and text-based notation in such a way that the
performer can interpret and realise these stimuli as musical gestures. The following notes are provided
with a goal to guide, not prescribe, the sorts of musical interpretations that can take place.
Score: The score is written proportionally, and time markings are provided at the beginning and end of
each stave. Each stave will last for either thirty seconds or a minute, depending. The stave also
includes subdivisions of this duration to aid the performers with navigating and realising the score.
Duration and simultaneity only really matter with regards to changes in section. While care should be
taken to ensure the sequence of events across the piece are realised accordingly, it is assumed that
some gestures (particularly long gestures) might well not be realised completely accurately. This is fine,
provided the gesture starts and stops in relation to other gestures.
This version of the score has been created with the view that the performers may wish to use some
sort of stopwatch to realise the performance quickly and easily. This role can could also be taken on by
a conductor, by a member of the ensemble queuing each section, or by the performers queuing each
other. It is also acceptable that the ensemble perform without these durational values and instead
perform each stave for a duration and proportion determined by the group. However, for the ease of
performance this version has been marked with fixed durations.
Performance Instructions: Throughout the piece, traditional indications of dynamic and/or technique
have been eschewed in favour of text descriptions outlining the kind of sound to elicit, or the way to
elicit it. This was an intentional decision to move away from a prescriptive form of notation, and to
introduce performer interpretation into the work. In some cases traditional dynamic markings have been
included for clarity’s sake, but these should be treated as suggestions, and the performers
interpretation is encouraged to take precedence.

Pitches: All pitches have been transposed for the respective instruments and are indicated as solid
dots.
Straight lines: Straight lines generally indicate a sustained pitch or sound event. This performance
may be open to variation in one particular characteristic ad lib. by the performer, according to the
associated performance instructions. If no instructions are provided, the performance should be as
static as possible.
Curved lines: Curved lines indicate a departure, or gradated variation, in sound quality of an original
sound event. In cases where the quality to vary is not specified or suggested in performance
instructions, the performer should vary whatever combination of qualities makes the most sense in
order to realise the illustrated gesture. Some elements to incorporate into this realisation include
dynamic volume, tone quality, air/bow pressure, articulation, and so on.
While the realisation of these gestures may incorporate some indirect changes to the root pitch, they
should not be interpreted as a direct change in pitch (curved lines DO NOT represent glissandi), and
any shifts in pitch should be predominantly microtonal.
When interpreting curved lines, the evolution and shape of the gesture is indicated by the deviation of
the curve from its starting point. Each note represents a unique starting point for that pitch.
Not all curves move in a forward direction. Curved lines that loop backwards should be read in the
same manner as those progressing forward, however the gesture will need to be quicker in order to
cover the allocated amount of time.
Dotted lines: Dotted lines are used to provide links between alternative pathways. They should be
interpreted in the same way as a regular line, however the dotted quality has been used to help
differentiate the flow of a gesture. The one exception to this is the use of a dotted line leading to a
diamond note.
Dotted lines and diamond notes: The diamond note is found in the bass clarinet and cello parts.
In the cello, the diamond note indicates finger placement for an artificial harmonic.
In the bass clarinet, the diamond note indicates a multi-phonic that can be realised with the indicated
fingering.
The dotted line that leads to a diamond note indicates the relative strength of the harmonic/multi-phonic
across the duration of the gesture.

Zig-Zag lines: Zig-Zag lines indicate a strongly distorted and/or repetitive gesture across the duration.
This can include an oscillation between two unique sound events.
Boxes: Boxes are used to collect pitch content. This pitch content is then executed by the performer in
an ad lib. style according to the performance instructions provided. During these sections, performers
should listen to the electronics for guidance.
Circles: Circles (denoted as hollow dots) indicate the presence of a distinct sound event, noticeably
discernible from the rest of the gesture. These distinct sound events should punctuate the gesture and
can include the use of a specific articulation (pizz, slaptongue, sudden increase in bow pressure, key
clicks, striking the bell instead of the edge of a cymbal, and so on), a change in octave, the use of a
sung note, growl, or artificial harmonic, or some sort of preparation, before returning to the original
gesture informed by the line. The kind of distinct sound event best used contextually decided by the
performer.
Circles DO NOT indicate a unique starting point for a gesture.
Visual snow: Visual snow is found on the final page of the score, identified by it’s static-y quality. This
indicates the creation of sound by blowing air though the respective instruments without creating any
pitch. The dynamic volume and ‘filter’ of this blown air (with a quality of while noise) is indicated by the
changes in shape of the gesture.

Percussion
The percussion required is:
- Suspended cymbal(s)
- Bass/frame drum(s)
- Vibraphone
A suspended cymbal is indicated by a high note on the percussion stave and the bass/frame drum is
indicated by a low note on the percussion stave. The performer may switch between any number of
individual kit pieces, as long as they subscribe to these two kinds of kit piece. That is, the performer
may have multiple suspended cymbals of varying sizes, but they may not include a high tom, snare, or
any other unrelated kit pieces.

Electronics
Apologies, I Am Here Now includes the live performance of electronics. In general, all elements of the
performance (acoustic and electronic) should be evenly matched and fuse together equally. If in doubt,
the overall volume of a section should be indicated by the electronics and matched by the ensemble.
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